IPFX Directory Sync
Product version 4.3 SP4

About This Guide
The purpose of this document is to provide the user with information on
how to use this IPFX product.

Typographical Conventions
Before you start using this guide, it is important to understand the terms
and typographical conventions used in the documentation.
The following kinds of formatting in the text identify special information.
Formatting
convention

Type of Information

Triangular Bullet(Ø)

Step-by-step procedures. You can follow these
instructions to complete a specific task.

Special Bold

Items you must select, such as menu options,
command buttons, or items in a list.

Emphasis

Use to emphasize the importance of a point or for
variable expressions such as parameters.

CAPITALS

Names of keys on the keyboard. for example,
SHIFT, CTRL, or ALT.

KEY+KEY

Key combinations for which the user must press
and hold down one key and then press another, for
example, CTRL+P, or ALT+F4.
Information that applies to the IPFX Director
platform only.

Information that applies to the IPFX for
CallManager platform only.

Information that applies to the IPFX for NEC
platform only.

See Also
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What is IPFX Directory Sync?
IPFX Directory Sync is designed to be a go-between with the IPFX
CTServer and other disparate addressing systems allowing usercontrolled synchronization to happen between them.
IPFX Directory Sync can have multiple synchronizing tasks with all of
them being controlled by the same interface. Ie Multiple IPFX CTServers
+ multiple LDAP/database systems can all be controlled using the one
interface. Each synchronizing process runs as a separate task with the
DS (IPFX Directory Sync) program.
The way the synchronizing task runs is the task will read the specified
data from the LDAP system, do the same read from the IPFX CTServer,
compare the data and then do it's IPFX CTServer admin tasks according
to what discrepancies it finds between the two systems.

Initial Configuration Process
Start the application: Start/Run/Performance Solutions/IPFX Directory
Sync
The following screen will load.

Note As IPFX Directory Sync is an application  it needs to be running in
order for the processing to take place.
The Logging section at the bottom of the screen shows current activity for
that session of IPFX Directory Sync.
Tip! Click on the Options > Email Options menu item to set up email
notifications. Email notifications enable IPFX Directory Sync to send
messages to a specified e-mail address when an error or warning is
logged, or when a task completes:

Create a New Task
To create a new task  click on the 'New' button on the toolbar. You will
then be prompted to choose a task type.

Currently only Data Synchronization is allowed but more options will be
available in the future.
Click on OK.
You will now be shown the IPFX Directory Sync Task Configuration
screens. The first screen (shown below) allows you to give this task a
name and a description.

The second tab allows you to configure the schedule for the current task.
If the 'enabled' checkbox is not ticked  the task will need to be run
manually (from main screen, highlight the task and click on 'run')

Otherwise the task will run at the selected time as long as the IPFX
Directory Sync program is running.
The third tab (shown below) is where the links to the two systems is
configured.

You can see here that an LDAP source, IPFX CTServer destination and
supported actions are already chosen.
Currently  only LDAP and Database are enabled to be set up as a data
source and IPFX CTServer as the destination.

The 'Supported Actions' area allows you to specify what actions the IPFX
Directory Sync task is allowed to perform ie uncheck the 'Delete' and the
IPFX Directory Sync task will never delete mismatched mailboxes from
the IPFX CTServer.
Each Supported Action is associated with a Maximum number of
Records. If the number of changes to be made exceeds an action's
Maximum Records value, instead of proceeding with the transaction
IPFX Directory Sync will take the action described in the combo box.
This action may be one of:
Cancel the current scheduled run and disable the task
Cancel the current scheduled run and continue future schedules
Display the preview screen and wait for user input
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Configuring the LDAP Source
Configure Tab
Click on Configure  the screen shown below will be displayed.

The Address, Port and Base DN fields are filled in automatically from
what the VS task discovers about the machine it's currently running on.
Base DN specifies where in the LDAP structure the VS Task will start it's
searching process. This value can be changed to limit the VS task to a
certain OU if need be. Eg Default Base DN set to DC=demokit,DC=com
will start at the top-level. CN=users,DC=demokit,DC=com will start the
searching from the users container.
The User Name and Password fields need to be filled in with a username
that has access to read the LDAP structure.
Note Data is not sent or written to the LDAP system.
Username can be in full LDAP format eg
CN=Administrator,CN=Users,DC=demokit,DC=com or in
domain\username format (as shown in screenshot)
Data Tab
Once the base connection details have been set up  filters on the data
returned need to be set up  this is on the Data tab and is shown below.

Object Class is by default always going to be user.
This screen allows custom filters to be configured by checking the
'Custom Filter' and placing filter syntax in the box below it.
An example of a filter is shown in the box but anything in the LDAP
schema that's accessible by the user selected can be used as a filter.
Filters listed here MUST use LDAP filtering/logic syntax.
Eg (telephoneNumber=*) will pick up all users that have data in their
telephoneNumber field.
Note Available LDAP fields can be shown in the Object Class list box 
this will give a listing of what fields are available.

Enabling the option to 'Search sub containers' means that the user
search process will start at the current OU (as listed in the connection
tab) and look at all containers below it.
Once the LDAP connection and filters have been set up  click on OK. You
will then be back at the task configuration area.

Preview Records from LDAP
At this stage  click on the LDAP preview button. This will return the
records found from LDAP according to the connection and filters that
were chosen. If no records are returned  check the connection settings
and filters.

Once records are returned  this confirms that the IPFX Directory Sync
task can read the LDAP data.
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Configuring LDAP Fields
LDAP fields need to be chosen now to select what data is used to send
to the IPFX CTServer.
To do this  click on the LDAP Fields button the following screen will be
shown.

AdsPath is the default but this should be replaced with ObjectGUID. This
value is required for the system to work  it is used to create a unique link
or marker between the two systems.
At this stage  the fields from LDAP that are required to be matched to the
IPFX CTServer system are configured.
To add a field
Click on New, choose the source field eg givenname, give it a display
name (optional) eg vFirstname
Keep repeating this until all the required LDAP fields are configured eg

The Translations tab can be used to convert values the system finds in

the LDAP field into something else eg departments in LDAP are in text,
departments in IPFX are by number. We need to translate LDAP
departments to their matching numbers in IPFX.

Note The translation numbers are dependant on how IPFX CTServer is
configured.
Once all the fields are chosen  click on Close.

Previewing Records from IPFX Directory Sync
Clicking on the IPFX Configure button will bring up the following screen

All of the options listed will have been automatically filled in from the
server's configuration data.
The Data tab currently only has one option (extension table) but this may
change in the future.
The Advanced tab gives control on the speed of the jobs created by IPFX
Directory Sync.

This can be adjusted according to speed of servers/networks etc.
Clicking on OK will go back to the IPFX Directory Sync Task configuration
screen.
Clicking on IPFX Preview will show us what data the query is coming
back with from the IPFX CTServer

Usually the default settings for creating a voicemail box are fine but if
default values do need to be changed at any stage  clicking on the IPFX
Fields button will allow changes to default settings. Eg changing the
AutoLogon default value to -1 means that every time a mailbox is created
 the AutoLogon feature will be enabled.

Note Default Values are settings NOT picked up from the LDAP query.
Any changes here will only affect new mailboxes created from this point
in time. Global changes to mailboxes will have to be made in conjunction
with our support staff.
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Linking Fields
Once the two preview areas are set as required and are returning the
correct data  links between the fields from the two systems need to be set
up. This is where the Field Linking tab comes in. Clicking on the tab (after
configuring the source/destinations) will bring up this screen.

The destination fields shown are default and are usually the minimum
used for creating IPFX CTServer voicemail boxes.
Using the drop-down box in source field  the LDAP fields set up in the
configuration area can be chosen and matched with their corresponding
IPFX Server fields.

Click on OK and the task is ready to run.

